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! A lot of cracks are appearing globally, like trade wars, earnings growth decline, cracks in financial engineering,

global trade and manufacturing in decline,etc..

! The cracks in global equity markets threatened to grow wider as relentless buying of sovereign bonds overnight

pushed keyyields even lower and sent recession fears through stocks.

! With the on the cusp of escalating into a more extensive drawn-out campaign,the fall in

bond yields has accelerated

US-China trade frictions
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! Meanwhile the dramatic development in Asia was the landslide Narendra

Modi with an even bigger majority than what he achieved in 2014. Modi’s structural reforms have often been

deflationary in the first instance,butthe long-term benefits should become evident in the nextfive years.

Fall in oil price could not have come at more opportune time, when India is struggling with its own domestic

challenges. The oil prices have fallen since May 20, the day of exit poll, all INR assets are now

looking attractive at margin.

With change in stance to ‘accommodative’, we would closely observe if RBI obliges the market with rate cuts or

liquidity infusion or both, going ahead. In our view, we need more of liquidity infusion than rate cut as later is

anyway not getting transmitted in economy. Even after three rate cuts, MCLR for most banks have not moved

lower by more than 10bps,thus far.

In Q4FY19, profit of the Nifty 50 index increased by 14.5% YoY, led by corporate banks. Nifty 50’s net profit grew

5.4% lower than our expectations. Utilities reported better-than-expected earnings on higher PLFs and better

capitalization while Financials, led by corporate banks, improved significantly, led by mid-teen loan growth and

lower provisioning.In IT,revenue performance was steady,driven by digital,but margin remained under pressure.

For OMCs, the hit in the refining segment due to weak core GRM was offset by strong core marketing margin.

Autos reported a weak quarter amid lower operating leverage despite lower expectations.

The Indian market has largely ignored the recent (1) economic growth deceleration, (2) and deterioration in

India’s fiscal position. Valuations are largely unattractive for most parts of the market and we note potential

downside risks to earnings in the event of a further slowdown in the economy.
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After the recent surge in stock prices, top-down market valuations no longer look attractive versus historical

levels or our bottom-up fair valuations of stocks. Valuations of most 'growth' stocks continue to be stretched

while a few 'value' stocks have also seen considerable rerating.

We see moderate downside risks to earnings estimates for FY2020-21.For FY20, bulk of the incremental growth

in net profits of the Nifty-50 Index comes from (1) normalization of profits in PSU and certain private 'corporate'

banks and (2) INR depreciation, which would aid the profits of global commodity and IT sectors (not valid if INR

were to stay at current levels). Lastly, we note potential risks to earnings estimates in the case of a further

slowdown in consumption,aggravated by potential sub-normal monsoons due to El Nino effects.

Current domestic macro and market set-up looks better on most metrics compared to 2014 rally but current

starting point for valuations is higher. At ~19x NIFTY P/E, current P/E looks 'fair' relative to the macro backdrop.

Key investment themes to play in 2019 are 1) large-cap over other categories, 2) cyclical sectors led by banks

(largely coming out ofthe woods) over defensive and 3) 'rural' over (possible populist measures bythe Centre and

State governments to continue) urban in 2019. Stable to falling crude and INR appreciation can be strong

tailwinds to market behaviour.
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Strong and decisive mandate to PM Modi led government brings political stability and is macro positive

Global trade woes may increase calls for“increased accommodation”by Central Banks

Expectations of normal monsoon and benign outlookfor crude oil likelyto keep India’s inflation subdued.

Increased expectations offurther easing by RBI overthe medium term

Ongoing improvement in banking system liquidityto keep short/medium end to the yield curve supported

Inflation dynamics to determine nominal yields on the long end while liquidity scenario to drive short-term yields

Duration funds and high grade credit can be preferred plays as RBI turned dovish at the June 2019 monetary

policy meeting.

Overnight rate (NSE MIBOR)

10-Year G-sec yield

3 Month CDs rate

6 month CDs rate

12 month CDs rate

Currency - USD/INR

10 Year (U.S.) Treasury Yield

6.08 6.13 5.85 5.85

7.41 7.43 7.03 7.03

7.40 7.40 6.45 6.45

7.50 7.50 6.95 6.95

7.75 7.75 7.20 7.20

69.58 70.64 69.08 69.57

2.51 2.58 2.13 2.14

Global Cues

Debt Market Commentary
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Trade talks between U.S.and China collapsed with both countries announcing reciprocal tariff increases on each

other.

The U.S.declared its intentto impose tariffs on all goods from Mexico

Unable to deliver a Brexit deal,U.K.PM May announced hertimetable to quit

The U.S Fed felt it’s current“patient”approach as appropriate for“sometime”

The Bank of Japan (BOJ) indicated that it would consider additional easing if risk from protectionist trade moves

results in loss of price momentum.

Global trade “skirmish” concerns weighed more than oil supply tightness and led to the Brent crude price falling

nearly 13% overthe month.

Source : MOSPI, RBI, Bloomberg, Reuters & Markit Economics
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PM Modi led NDA coalition won a convincing mandate to govern for another term with the BJP improving upon

its previous election win

India’sJan 2019–Mar 2019 quarter GDP slowed to 5.8% from 6.6% in the previous quarter

April 2019 retail inflation at 2.9% was largely unchanged from the previous month, but core inflation slowed

towards 4.5% in Apr 2019 from ~5% in Mar 2019

India’s Apr 18-Mar 19 fiscal deficit was INR 6.45T (revised estimate target of INR 6.34T) and the country met the

3.4% of GDPtargetfor previous year (FY19)

Central government fiscal deficit for April 2019 was INR 1.57 lakh crs. (22.3% of FY 2020 budgeted target)

compared with INR 1.52 lakh crs.(24.3%) year ago.

Banking system liquidity turned surplus post elections and the Central Bank’s liquidity operations turned

absorptive after remaining in deficit for a large part ofthe fiscal year

Foreign funds (FPIs) turned buyers of Indian debt in May,purchasing (net) debt worth INR 1,187 crs.after having

sold (net) debtworth INR 5,099 crs.in the previous month

Foreign exchange reserves rose to US$421.9 bln in May 2019 from US$418.5 bln in April 2019, yet the INR

depreciated for a 2nd straight month and was down 0.2% in May 2019 as global concerns led by trade tensions

between the U.S. and China weighed over the convincing electoral mandate won by the BJP and the NDA

coalition.

Domestic Macros
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